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The Allen HDX760 Riding Trowel truly stands alone in the industry with the built-in ‘Intelli-
Power’ system that controls both the hydraulics and the engine operation. With ‘Intelli-
Power’ the 74hp T4F Hatz diesel engine and the Bosch-Rexroth hydraulic components 
actually talk to each other to ensure maximum performance and safety at all times. This 
results not only in unequaled performance and safety protection for these very expensive 
and critical engine and hydraulic components, but also much longer operating life 
expectancy.

HDX760 RIDING TROWEL
10-FOOT HYDRA-DRIVE EXTREME RIDER
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PRODUCT DETAILS

The digital display will allow 
you to see rpm, temperature, 
hours, and more in one 
convenient place.

The powerful 74 hp Hatz Tier 
IV Final engine will provide all 
the power you will need for 
any job size.

DESCRIPTION HDX760

ENGINE Hatz 4H50TIC (T4F) 

HORSEPOWER CLASS 74 hp (55 kW)

FUEL TYPE Diesel

PANNING PATH WIDTH 117.6 in (298.7 cm)

ROTORS (DIAMETER) 57.6 in (146.3 cm) 6-Bladed Spider

MAXIMUM ROTOR SPEED 145 rpm

STEERING CONTROL SYSTEM Power

FUEL CAPACITY 11 gal (41.6 L)

RETARDANT CAPACITY 6 gal (23 L)

WEIGHT 2,687 lb (1,219 kg)

DIMENSIONS (L X W X H) 122.7 x 62.7 x 62 in  
(311.6 x 159.3 x 157.5 cm)

Hydraulic joystick 
power steering

Button panel controls 
dual pitch, throttle, lights 
and cruise control

Air filter to comply with 
EPA Tier IV regulations

Super-duty cast iron 
spiders with six super-
duty steel trowel arms

Digital display / computer

Two point lifting

Six adjustable 
LED lights
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Designed to satisfy the most demanding concrete contractors, Allen HDX780 riding 
trowels are packed with the punch of 99 hp diesel engines and are the most power riders 
in their class. With ideal weight to horsepower ratiros and hydraulic components (including 
a patented automatic load sensing device), these riders ensure peak performance every 
time. This 12’ wide, stretched frame rider will improve productivity and FF numbers on even 
the toughest jobs.

HDX780 RIDING TROWEL
12-FOOT HYDRA-DRIVE EXTREME RIDER
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PRODUCT DETAILS

Leak proof hydraulic 
hoses ensure dependable 
performance from the 
independent hydraulic pitch 
controls.

A 99 hp turbo-charged Tier III 
diesel engine provides all the 
power needed for our largest 
riding trowel.

DESCRIPTION HDX780

ENGINE Kubota V3800DI-T-E3B (T3)

HORSEPOWER CLASS 99 hp (73.8 kW)

FUEL TYPE Diesel

PANNING PATH WIDTH 139 in (353 cm)

ROTORS (DIAMETER) 60 in (152.4 cm) 6-Bladed Spider

MAXIMUM ROTOR SPEED 135 rpm

STEERING CONTROL SYSTEM Power

FUEL CAPACITY 20 gal (75.7 L)

RETARDANT CAPACITY 6 gal (23 L)

WEIGHT 3,044 lb (1,386 kg)

DIMENSIONS (L X W X H) 144 x 66 x 64 in  
(365.8 x 167.6 x 162.5 cm)

Hydraulic joystick 
power steering

Engine 
throttle built-
in the seat 
frame

Hydraulic fluid 
reservoir inside 
frame

Super-duty cast 
iron spiders with 
super-duty steel 
trowel arms

Detachable front 
access panels

Light switch, key switch 
and hour meter all in one 
location

Six adjustable lights

POWERED BY


